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There have been many consoles built over time, from the first

Pong machines and their many clones right up to the present

days offerings by Microsoft, Nintendo and Sony. 

Many companies have fallen by the wayside after failing to

remain in the console market such as powerhouses like Sega and

Atari, or just unable to get their foot in the door for some reason

like Commodore (Amiga CD32) and the Apple/Bandai ill-fated

and much forgotten about Pippin console.

With that being said in this issue we look at possibly the greatest

console of all time that is still popular in parts of the world today

with many a gamer still enjoying playing on Sony's delightful 

 and sexy little black number today.
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Prior to the  PlayStation 2 being released

I was really debating on if I should save

up and buy one or not. You see at the

time the Dreamcast had been released

and Microsoft's Xbox  and the Nintendo

Gamecube were in the distant horizon.

As a gamer the option of which one of

the four to have as my machine of

choice was a tough one. Finally I

decided, instead of buying one near

launch I decided to wait. I just couldn't

justify buying a PS2 at launch when I

had a Dreamcast and the future entries

from Nintendo and Microsoft were very

interesting to say the least. 

Eventually I would own all four systems,

but at that time it was a case of sit back

and wait and see what happened.

History shows us that Sony did indeed

win the war between the four companies

offerings, at the time though it was

anyone's guess as to what would happen.

It really was an exciting time to be a

gamer, it was a case of anything could

happen and to be honest it did!  

From Online gaming on consoles (whilst

some consoles may have supported this

in the past, it was paled in comparison,

this was the true birth of online console

gaming) to many cancelled games being

just some of the highs and lows of the

time. 

So just how did the PlayStation 2 win

the war and just what went wrong for

the others to just fall by the wayside?

The PlayStation 2 is quite
simply a wonderful piece
of hardware that built on
the success of Sony's first
machine and looked quite
stylish compared with the
Nintendo Handbag and
Microsofts big black box.
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HOW I T  WON THE  CONSOLE  WAR
PLAYSTATION 2



Surprisingly the uncrackable Dreamcast

was the first to fall out of the four

consoles. Despite being a pretty good

system with some fantastic games being

available for it, the demise started with

the launch of the Mega-CD, 32X and

Sega Saturn. This farcical turn of events

soured many gamers and saw them lose

interest in the Dreamcast.

This was further compounded when EA,

Rockstar and other companies started to

completely ignore the console due to

the console being hard to make games

for and the limited user base. The ability

to play copied games on the system

shortly after didn't help things at all as

the decreased game sales this caused had

a knock on effect with some games

being cancelled or not ported. 

It is a shame as the Dreamcast added

many firsts such as the VMU memory

cards, which must have inspired Sony's

version called the Pocket Station which

was released a short time later. 

The Dreamcast came with a modem and

a copy of Chu Chu Rocket, so this could

be played at launch of a high-speed 56k

connection. This was just a novelty for

most gamers and it wasn't until Phantasy

Star Online came out that saw the

Dreamcast start to fulfil it's online

gaming. 

The Dreamcast was one system that

could have been the King of the

Mountain, especially with some of

Sega's Arcade games being ported over

to the system. Unfortunately that wasn't

to be and the windows based console fell

to the wayside with SEGA retiring from

the console market and even doing the

unthinkable and putting their mascot

Sonic on a (Dare I say it) Nintendo

console. 

The Dreamcast demise
started as soon companies
decided to not support it
due to the system being
hard to write games for. 
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The next to fail was the winter must

have accessory, the Purple Nintendo

GameCube handbag. (Other colours

were available, but the purple one was

the choice of most gamers as it really

stood out). 

Just where did it all go wrong for

Nintendo? The NES captured many

gamers hearts, this was then followed by

the Super Nintendo which had one of

the best gaming libraries of all time!

Capcom even chose to release the home

version of the Arcade powerhouse Street

Fighter II on it over Sega's Mega-Drive. 

Then later on we had the N64, which

whilst being a good machine didn't have

the same library of games available for it

as developers flocked to Sony's debut

console in their droves. The lack of

games for the system really was a bit of

a disappointment and the controller was

just strange and uncomfortable at the

same time.

The Gamecube would suffer the same

fate as a lack of third party support for

the system along with major delays and

really sporadic first party game releases

caused the Gamecube to lose any of the

momentum. 

The controller was also really weird and

looked like something Fisher Price

would create for 3 year olds. Something

which also turned of some gamers as it

came across as being babyish and not

something many people who had grown

up with Nintendo consoles expected to

see.

Surely they could have reworked the

design of the SNES pad to update it,

Nintendo though are never one to

follow the crowd even if they go nuts.
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The Nintendo Gamecube certainly
had some interesting game releases. 

Even though the Gamecube
only had a limited amount
of games released on the
system, it truly did have
some pretty amazing games. 



Microsoft's first-ever console release is a big

beast, seeing the console for the first time

left many gamers wondering just where they

could fit such a gigantic machine in their

home. Heck, you needed a parking space just

for the original 'Duke' controller.

Especially as back then we didn't have these

new-fangled flat-screen TVs that we have

nowadays, instead we had CRT TVs which

took 2 people to lift if you didn't want to

drop it on your foot. (I remember having a

TV stand fall apart under the weight of my

21 inch Beko, not really a good memory as I

walked into my room and surveyed the

damage caused by it to find some of my stuff

totally destroyed).  

Needless to say the Xbox whilst being a

fantastic piece of equipment was just a

consoled version of a PC. The great thing

about it though was everything was just plug

and play, no messing with settings, looking

for patches for your graphics card, none of

the usual PC hoops to jump through, you

just put the disk in, and away you go. 

The initial price tag though was one thing

that put me off and it wasn't until it dropped

in price that I could justify buying one, with

Halo of course, although I didn't really get

what all the fuss was about. (Yes, I am one of

those people that thought Halo was okay but

not amazing, apologies).

So where did it go wrong for the Xbox? Well,

it didn't really. I know it was pretty popular

among my circle of gaming friends. It was a

solid system and offered something

different, but being the first console from a

company known mainly for creating a PC

operating system it was a real unknown

quantity at the time, and let's face it after the

success of the original Playstation anything

going against its successor was going to be an

uphill battle. 

The Xbox is the console
equivalent of a Volvo. It's
big, its boxy, but it gets
you from A to B on your
adventures. 
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Mario and Sonic had nothing to fear
from Blinx, it was surprising we saw a
sequel created after the first game.



So now we have taken a brief look at the

consoles from Sony's competitors at the

time. Let's take a quick look at just why I

think the PlayStation 2 is possibly one of

the finest consoles ever created.

The PlayStation 2 looked amazing, with

a black finish and a futuristic PS2 logo in

electric blue on the side this machine

really stood out from the crowd. 

It was also the first console to have a 

 DVD player, throw in that not only did

it have a the player built in to every

console but also worked out cheaper

than many of the standalone DVD

players around at the time from Sony's

other electrical equipment competitors. 

As DVDs were the brand new format at

the time, this made perfect sense to not

only sell the console to gamers but also

to non-gamers as well, who would then

hopefully try a game or two as well. 

They did a similar thing with the PS3

and Blu-Ray players. Which also helped

to steer people away from the rival HD

DVD's which Microsoft were supporting

with their external HD DVD drive for

the Xbox 360. Most gamers thought why

buy an add-on when you can have

something built in at no additional cost.

Blu-ray won, HD DVD failed and the

rest as they say is history.

Although I have to admit, I disliked the

way the DVD player wasn't region free

like some other players around at the

time. I found this out after buying some

cheap DVDs from a computer fair not

knowing about regions at the time.

Needless to say it was money wasted and

I don't think I ever got around to

watching them to this day.

The PlayStation 2 took
everything that Sony
had achieved with the
original PlayStation and
took it to the next level.
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The Capcom 5 were five
games made by Capcom
exclusively for
Nintendo's GameCube.
Out of the 5 announced
games only four were
released and three of
them were ported to
other systems.  

The real reason I believe it won over the

other systems is because it continued on

where the original PlayStation started,

offering amazing games that you couldn't

play on the other systems. 

In fact it ended up having games ported

to it that were made for the Gamecube in

a bid by Capcom to try and claw some of

the development money back. Games like

Viewtiful Joe, Resident Evil 4, Killer 7

which is astounding as these three were

part of the Capcom 5.
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The number of games being released by

Sony and many third-party companies

was astounding. Over the course of the

life of the PlayStation 2, a staggering 4,218  

games were released for the system.

According to Wikipedia, over 1.5 billion

games were sold in total worldwide.

The first released games on the system

were a somewhat mixed bag, with only

five games being available at launch

which included A-Train 6, Drum-mania,

Kessen, Kakinoki Shogi IV, and Eternal

Ring. 

Luckily these were just the Japanese

launch titles, in the West, we thankfully

got something a lot better 3 strategy titles,

an RPG, and a rhythm game.  

Between March 4th, 2000 until 23rd

September 2o13 the PS2 got some

amazing games created for it. You can ask

any gamer of a certain age what their

favourite game for the systems was and

the majority of them would probably give

you a different answer. 

Was Dead Phoenix really that bad that it couldn't be ported
to another system rather than being scrapped altogether?



Whilst games were more expensive to

make than on previous systems, game

companies weren't afraid to try

something new that we hadn't seen

before. More risks were taken, some

worked, some didn't but the fact is

companies were willing to try

Today game companies can't afford to

take the same risks, even then many

companies couldn't which is why so

many either closed their doors or got

bought out and asset-stripped before

they went bust. The amount of money

needed to create a game is astronomical

and if you heard that game X was going

to cost so much to make you would have

thought that it was Peter Molyneux

exaggerating by around 1000% just to

hype up his new game.

Mr Mosquito actually got
a sequel.  Which sadly
never got released in the
West called Mr Mosquito
2: Let's Go Hawaii!
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The risks though are what gave us so

many games that we more than likely

would not see get created today, at least

by some of the more mainstream game

companies. 

Can you imagine that games like Mad

Maestro, Under the Skin,  Mr Mosquito,

Freakout (Stretch Panic), Ico, Katamari

Damacy, Graffiti Kingdom, Gregory

Horror Show or any of the other

stranger out there titles getting off the

drawing board, never mind being

released today?

That isn't to say that every game on the

PlayStation 2 was amazing, it also had a

lot of average games as well as quite a bit

of shovel-ware as well. (Not as bad as the

Wii though which may hold the record

for most shovel-ware ever created for a

console. (The Zool 3 game that was

created and changed to Ninja Breadman

which was then reskinned numerous

times and sold as different games being

a prime case of this). 



There were however some absolutely

great games released for the system,

games that I have found myself going

back to after purchasing a mix of PS2 to

HDMI dongles, Component cables and a

component to HDMI box. 

Whist some games haven't ages so well,

yet others are still a joy to play today as

they ever where. Sure I know I could

have probably played some of them via

an emulator, but I have the original

hardware and disks so it seems daft not

to use them and leave them collecting

dust, especially as I won't have to worry

about any emulation glitches that may

or may not happen whilst playing. 

Both the PS2 to HDMI
dongles or even just a set
of component cables
make a huge difference to
to the picture quality.
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The PlayStation 2 though really is a

console with a game for everyone. If

you take fighting games for example,

some of the best fighting games created

are available to play on the system.

Heavyweights like the Soul Calibur

series, Dead or Alive 2, King of Fighters,

various Street Fighter, Mortal Kombat,

Tekken and Guilty Gear games to name

just a few.

Then we have games like Burnout

Takedown, this is quite possibly one of

the finest racing games ever made, it

had everything you need for a truly

awesome gaming experience. Burning

Laps (Time trials), Elimination races,

Road Rage events (Ramming other cars

off the road or into traffic), crash events

and a quite good World Tour. 

The soundtrack also fit the game like a

glove and to this day still remains one of

the finest  soundtracks ever created.

Featuring many artists who would blow

up in popularity not long afterwards

can't be much of a coincidence. Bands

like My Chemical Romance, Sahara Hot

Nights and many more to boot.



Some of the best JRPGs on
the PS2 are Dragon Quest
VIII and Rogue Galaxy
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This was also the first game I ever

played online on my PS2. It took what

was a great single player experience and

improved on it so much. Online friends

were made, who would then go on to

become friends in real life. Burnout

Revenge would offer a very similar

experience and is also worth checking

out if you never had the chance.

(Revenge is also available on the Xbox

360). 

The platformers were also coming out

of the woodwork as well with Crash and

Spyro getting a number of sequels to

their games. (Although the quality of

these was hit and miss). We would also

be introduced to a couple of duo's who

would battle it out via gamers word of

mouth for which was the best out of the

two. I have to say Ratchet & Clank were

the winners for me, whilst I know at

least one person who despite being

completely wrong, prefers Jak & Daxter.

The list is endless though on the amount

of quality titles, heck not even titles but

series of games on the system. Project

Zero, Ape Escape, Metal Gear, Final

Fantasy, Grand Theft Auto, Naruto,

Gran Turismo, DragonBall Z Budokai,

Devil May Cry, Onimusha, God of War,

Kingdom Hearts, Time Splitters and Sly

Racoon to name just a few.

Then there are also the one off games

like Blood Will Tell, Odin Sphere, Ico,

Gitaroo Man, D.N.A., Tokobot, Genji,

Transformers, The Bouncer, Shadow of

the Colossus, Okage, Black and many

others that are still worth playing today. 

For every game you remember playing

there are still so many games that you

may not know existed. The same can

also be said for many other systems of

course. Games we missed out on due to

either not owning a system when the

game was released or moving onto the

next generation of systems.  
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We also saw the advent of accessory

based games go to the next level as well.

This was also the dawn of the Eye-Toy, 

 various, Rhythm controllers (Guitars,

drums, microphones and dance mats),

fishing rods, Buzz controllers, and the

next generation of light guns. (The G-

Con 2 really is a fantastic light gun for

the home).

The Eye-Toy was a bit like the Kinect

from Microsoft. Picking up your

movements to interact with the on-

screen action, it kinda worked but didn't.

at the same time. 

Who can forget about the Guitar Hero

franchise, the whole thing started a

revolution for a number of years with

everyone being forced to play crap

songs so they could then play a song

they enjoyed. The games were/are still

fun to this day. It is just a shame that the

market got over-saturated as did the

Singstar karaoke games. 

The fishing rods were a fun little thing

to use to make a boring game slightly

better, although I am ashamed to say

that I did quite enjoy Sega Bass Fishing.

The Buzz series of games brought all the

fun of a Quiz show into your own home.

Whilst a few different versions of the

game were released it was really just a

novelty to be brought out at Christmas

to show stuck up Aunt Doris how much

cleverer you were than her. 

The lightgun games saw a bit of a

resurgence thanks mainly to Namco and

their G-Con 2 lightguns. With the ability

to play games like Time Crisis 2, Virtua

Cop, Vampire Night, Ninja Assault and

more straight from the arcade in your

home. There were some great games

although the number released for the

PS2 is a bit disappointing when

compared with the PS1 and PS3

offerings available. 

Dino Stalker differed
from other light gun
games as it wasn't on rails
like many of the others.



The PS2 could display in
1080i on four different
games. Gran Turismo 4,
Jackass, Tourist Trophy
and Valkyrie Profile 2:
Silmeria. Pretty Amazing!
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One great thing about the PlayStation 2

that whilst probably was slightly dodgy

to say the least was the release of HD

Advance. This enabled people with the

fat model of the system to save games

directly onto a HDD which slotted into

the back of the console with the network

adaptor. This enabled you to install your

games to the HDD so you could run

games with just the HD Advance disk,

this would make your PlayStations laser

last longer. Although unfortunately not

all games were compatible and it didn't

add region free gameplay.

With the console now being over 20

years old you maybe wondering why do

you care? But with such a huge library of

games I ask you why don't you? The

PlayStation 2 sold 158 million units in

total, if a console can sell so many units

in a time where it was competing against

3 other consoles during the same time

period and managed to outsell them all

combined and over a 100 million more

is a feat in itself. Even the Wii that

everyone and their gran flocked to buy

only (Only?) sold just over a 100 million

units in total. 

No other console has come close in sales

figures, not even the PS4 (116 million

sold so far) which is still selling today

will probably never reach the lofty

numbers the PS2 sold. (Although it is

only 8 years into it life cycle so far, so

still has 5 years to try and catch up if we

give them the same consumer lifespan).

With Gamers flocking to buy the NES,

SNES and PlayStation minis, surely the

next logical release besides the N64 or a

possible Dreamcast mini has got to be a

PS2 mini, although I think that will

cause more arguments about what

games should be included than the other

mini systems released so far. 



Don't just go and buy PS2
games from the likes of
eBay or CEX, shop around
online. Sometimes games
can be purchased new
from online stores for less
than a preowned copy.
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The scary thing is for everything I

remember about the PlayStation 2 there

is so much I have forgotten over time.

There was a few different mod chips

created, if I remember correctly I think I

had a Matrix Infinity or a DMS4 which

enabled my PS2 to play copies and

games from any region which was nice. 

Later on flip lid customised tops started

to appear to enable the use of Swap

Magic discs. The PlayStation 2 was also a

pirates dream, I personally bought a 

 mix of both pirated and original games.

I used to buy copies and use them as

trial versions if I was either skint or

unsure if a game was worth my hard

earned money. The crazy thing is that

despite piracy being rife on the system it

didn't seem to suffer as much as the

Dreamcast did. 

This could be due to the Dreamcast

being able to play games without

chipping unlike the PS2 and Xbox. All

that was needed was the Utopia boot cd

and a copy of a game, as time went on

the disks became self-booting, but

enough about the Dreamcast, that isn't

why we are here. 

Back onto the PS2, and I have to say that

despite owning a number of different

systems including a PS5 I have found

myself once again picking up the PS2

pad once again and not just playing

through one or two games I enjoyed, but

also searching through eBay and finding

many new games that I once missed or

never got around to buying. It is now

the 17th December 2021 and in the next

few days I will be breaking up for

Christmas and I can't help but feel bad

that I have earmarked a few PS2 games I

want to play over any other games I

maybe bought by the wife for the PS5. 



When it comes to an instant

OMG moment, it didn't get

much better than coming

across and then climbing up

to the top of your first

colossus. It was an amazing

moment to see something so

big on the screen that you

could actually interact with

and then ultimately kill!
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STADIA
DOES  INTERNET  GAM ING  WORK  IN  202 1

The Stadia by google is one of those

systems that many people have ignored.

To be honest I only realised that I wanted

one after being told that the premiere

version was on sale for just £20 delivered. 

I figured at that price I could give it a try

and then trade it in and get my money

back if I didn't like it. (Surprisingly at CEX

I would lose £1 cash or make £10 if I get

in-store credit). 

With a new account, you get a month free

of the Pro subscription (like Plus but you

get more games) and I also got a £10

credit to use on the game store. The bad

thing is that a monthly subscription is

£10. This sounds expensive when you

compare it with other services, however a

quick search online and you can get a 3

month trial on top of your current

subscription which will extend it to 4

months for less than £2.

The Stadia unlike your average console

streams everything online. It was a bit of

messing at first to set up but after a short

while of messing with my PC and the

google home app phone and it was up and

running. 

I was worried it wouldn't look all that

great and may stutter or lag. I have to say

though I was really surprised. Playing

games in 4K quality with no signs of lag

on a variety of different games like

Destiny 2, Control, Hitman 3, Grime, 

 Cake Bash and more. 

The controller feels pretty good and if

there is any lag then it was unnoticeable.

It feels well made and comes with a

button for Google Assistant which may be

handy for people that will use it. You also

have a button to save screenshots or 30

seconds of gameplay which will upload to

your Stadia page on the net.

A second pad will cost you £59 on its

own, which is pretty shocking. So I did

the only thing I could do and ordered

another one to trade in the Chrome

Ultra and essentially get a free pad

whilst the sale is on.

The games on offer with the Pro

Subscription are pretty varied with over

40 games being available to play. The

mix of these is pretty good as well, you

have something for everyone from large

titles like Control, YS VIII, Wreckfest,

and Hitman to indie games like Kemono

Heroes, Moonlighter, Wavetale to name

just a few on offer.

Got young kids? Then you have no

problem they can enjoy Paw Patrol and

Spirit (based on the animated film).

Want to play a racing game? Then you

have Wreckfest, Dirt 5, or Moto GP 20

to keep you busy.  

Want to be a criminal? Then Mafia III

the definitive edition or Saints Row IV

Definitive Edition will let you scratch

that itch.  

Whilst many of the games may seem old

there are some newer titles in the Pro

subscription as well like Hello Engineer,

which was only released at the very end

of October this year. Nothing on the Pro

sub that you want to play? Well, you can

play free-to-play games like Destiny 2,

Crayta, or others.

Apparently, or so I am led to believe

that the Stadia does have some great

sales from time to time. A short while

ago they were selling Fifa 21 and

Immortals Fenyx Rising for around £12

and the excellent  Judgement from Sega

for less than £9.

Ironically after buying mine last week, I

haven't seen anything in the sale that

makes me want to buy it, but I have

more than enough to play at the

moment with the Pro games and my

other systems. I have to say so far I

think the Stadia is worth the gamble at

such a low price. 
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The level and enemy designs are dark

and dare I say it... Grimey. The world

of Grime is more pleasing to look at

than some other of this style of game. 

A really interesting thing is that this

game is made by an Israeli company

which is totally unexpected. This has

all the hallmarks of a skilled and

seasoned studio. Grime is currently

only available for the PC, Mac and

Stadia but next year it will be making

the jump to the Switch. 

The story is one of those that you can

either take or leave, and to be honest

isn't something that can make or break

this style of game. The soundtrack and

effects are really great and suit the

game. perfectly. The controls are

responsive and work perfectly and are

easy to pick up. 

If this is the quality of games that

Cloverbite can produce as a their debut

game, then this could be one studio

that is well worth watching in the

future. 

GRIME
The impact of the souls series of games

can be felt across a number of different

games on various systems. Some work

well whilst others just don't seem to get

the pieces in the right places and end

up, unfortunately, failing to capture an

enjoyable experience. 

To try and capture the same thing in a

2D format has to be even harder,

Grime, however, takes a few cues from

the Souls series as well as retaining its

own individuality.

Instead of parry attacks, you have the

ability to absorb the life force from

enemies if you time it correctly whilst

they are attacking you. Not all enemies

can be absorbed though, and whilst

also having impervious attacks and

being on a 2D plane it would be an

issue, that is if you didn't have the

ability to dash through enemies. 

At the start of the game, you have no

weapons and can't attack as the game

forces you to get used to the absorbing

and dashing mechanics, that you will

certainly need to use often if you want

to get anywhere in the game.

As you progress further in the game

you will come across a big jewel that

you can interact with and spend your

souls(?) to level up your stats.  Such as

Strength, Health and Dexterity. You

can also respec these later in the game

if you need to do so.

Just like in Dark Souls you also unlock

shortcuts along the way, so you can

progress back and forth in certain

sections so you can revisit the level up

jewel or previously blocked off sections

as needed. Some paths will be blocked

off from you at first which become

accessible later on in the game,

STAD IA  VERS ION  P LAYED
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I F  YOU  L I K E  GR IME  YOU  MAY  A LSO
WANT  TO  CHECK  OUT  ANOTHER  2D
GAME  CA L L ED  SA L T  &  SANCTUARY .  I T
I S  ANOTHER  TOUGH  GAME  THAT  W I L L
G IVE  YOU  A  CHAL L ENGE .



Released on the Playstation 1 back in 1998, Devil Dice is a fun

puzzle game where you have to match the dice which are

moved by rotating on them with your impish character. The

game starts off nice and slow before getting much faster the

longer you play it. 

It is one of those games I find myself returning to quite often

for a quick blast of the Endless Mode. This is one game that is

easy to pick up and hard to put down.  

Sequels for the game were made, The WonderSwan Colours

game is called XL,  Whilst the  PS2 sequel was named

Bombastic.  So if you can't find the original game these are

both worth checking out, the PS2 game in particular. 
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SHORT  RECOMMENDAT IONS  OF
SOME  K I L L ER  MUST  P LAY  GAMES

DEVE LOPED  BY  SH I F T  TH IS
IS  ONE  PUZZ L E  GAME  THAT
WI L L  C ERTA IN LY  KEEP  YOU
ENTERTA INED .  I T  I S  TRULY
A  GAME  YOU  W I L L  EN JOY .

I stumbled across this game by accident on the

PlayStation 3 whilst browsing the store. I figured

I would give it a chance and see what it was all

about and I am truly glad that I did.

Beat Hazard Ultra is a twin-stick shooter that can

seriously give you an epileptic seizure, before

that happens though you will be in bliss blasting

absolutely everything on the screen to your

selected or custom music track. Seeing this game

in action is a must, this is pure unadulterated

arcade-style fun.

From asteroids, small enemies to huge bosses

Beat Hazard Ultra will throw everything at you.

the faster the music track the more frantic the

action. With power-ups to collect to cause even

more mayhem, this is one game that will

certainly keep you on your toes from start to

end. 

With 4 different game modes and challenges to

complete you won't find yourself getting bored.

Survival and Boss Rush are the modes you will

return to for a quick blast of chaotic action.

Beat Hazard Ultra is available on the

PlayStation 3, Xbox 360, PC, IOS, and Android.

The two follow-up games are unfortunately

only available on the PC. 

EXP LOS IVE  TW IN-ST ICK  ACT ION
WITH  A  FAST-PACED  THUMP ING
SOUNDTRACK?  YES  P L EASE !
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Every now and then a game comes along that you

really enjoy and you think to yourself I hope game X

gets a sequel. Depending on the game sales

sometimes this ends up not being the case as it may

not sell enough units or a company goes bust

meaning that we will never a sequel will never see the

light of day.

However, sometimes we get lucky and see a game

announcement to say that a sequel is being made.

Our hearts fill with joy as we get to continue our

adventure and reacquaint ourselves with the heroes

and villains that we have missed. Then just a few

months later more information trickles out with

more snippets, further screenshots, and news. You

take it all in building your hopes up even more.

Then out of the blue, you see a snippet of

information that says the game you have been

waiting for isn't going to be getting a release on the

same console the original game came out on, instead

it is ported over to one of the rival systems. This is

just crazy as you not only cut off the majority of any

user base you may have if they only have one

console, but you also fail to pick up some gamers as

they won't pick up a sequel if they haven't played the

first game. (Not always the case, but it does happen).

Koei is one company that did this with Crimson Sea, I

really enjoyed playing through the first game on the

original Xbox as did one of my friends. We were both

talking about how we hoped it would get a sequel and

when it did my friend unfortunately missed out due

to not owning a PlayStation 2 at the time. It's a shame

as I did enjoy playing the sequel, my friend though

never got the chance.

I could understand Koei doing this if it was releasing

the sequel on a new format like say, the PlayStation 3

or a different next-generation console. However to

move a game from one system to another in the same

generational cycle just screams of madness. 

Crimson Sea and its sequel are both fine games with

the 2nd game also being put on the PSN store as a

PlayStation classic back in 2013. If they ever decide to

make the third game then they may as well release it

on the Switch so they have the trifecta of console

makers. 

U N P L A Y A B L E

SEQUELS
WHEN  GAME  COMPAN I ES  FORGET
ABOUT  FANS  OF  THE IR  GAMES !

CR IMSON  SEA  I S  A  HACK  N
S LASH  ADVENTURE  SER I ES ,
THE  2ND  GAME  EXPANDED
AND  IMPROVED  ON  THE
F IRST  GAME  BY  ADD ING
MORE  F EATURES  EVEN
ADD ING  A  MULT I - P LAYER
MODE .
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N E O  C H E R R Y  

 MASTER
FRU I T  MACH INE  C O L O R  
Fruit Machine games are one of those strange

types of games that I don't think really should be

made into a videogame. Don't get me wrong I

have played various ones in my time, both real

and in-game form. There just isn't any skill

involved in playing them, you simulate putting

money in, hit a button, and the reels spin. That is

it, no skill involved, just complete random luck on

if the CPU decides you are going to win this time

or not. 

That is exactly what you get with Neo Cherry

Master Color (or colour for us Brits). I can see the

charm of these types of games, yet I just find them

so frustrating at the same time. You play, lose the

money and restart. Neo Cherry Master does have

a bonus game to play when you win though, you

can either take your winnings or gamble them

further by picking if a card is either a High or Low

card. 

This was a bit confusing when I first played as

after I guessed correctly on the first card, I went

higher and lost. See my understanding of Fruit

Machines is when you get to a bonus game on the

real things and it asks you higher or lower it is

based on the last number. So if the last card was a

3 then picking higher and a 4 being drawn I win. 

With this game though that isn't the case. It

merely wants to know if the card drawn is going to

be a high or low number. So essentially you have a

50/50 chance, but my brain even after an hour of

playing sees the card and says nope I am not going

to do it that way. It's a shame as because the higher

or lower than the last card works so much better. 

The feeling you get when you pick and the card is

just one number higher is thrilling, the

endorphins start rushing and you think can I do it

again. Unfortunately with the method in this

game, they use you don't really care. It's just a

50/50 and you are either right or wrong, there are

no small margins of being correct or wrong. 

Graphically the game looks pretty good on the

handheld, it is easy to play and does entertain.

However as far as Fruit Machine Simulators go

this is just average with nothing to pull you in to

keep you playing for any length of time.
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All past issues can be found at https://pg3d-hax.uk/pandory-magazine/

https://www.buymeacoffee.com/PandoryMagazine

Enjoyed this or any other issue and
wish to say thanks? Then why not buy
me a coffee in the link below. 
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Pandory Magazine -
Now We Are Gaming
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